Preview
South Africa-based piano duo featured on
Tri-C Classical Piano Series January 26
by Daniel Hautzinger
Nina Schumann, born in South Africa, met Portuguese-born Luis Magalhães in Texas of all
places, where both studied piano under Vladimir
Viardo. Now, they’re based in Stellenbosch,
South Africa, happily married, perform in a piano
duo as TwoPianists, and record on their own label. On January 26 at 2:00 pm, they will share
their talents with Cleveland as part of the free Tri-C Classical Piano Series in the Cleveland Museum of Art’s Gartner Auditorium.
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hemisphere. “Luis had training that was opposite from mine,” Schumann said. “In the beginning, we couldn’t match at all. But through the years, my playing actually changed: I
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Now the duo is so attuned to each other that when, in a recent concert, “Luis deliberately
played before me on the last chord, I almost fell off my chair,” Schumann said. “We have
ensemble because we’ve been playing together for such a long time, and I do believe because we are married. You feel things by instinct after a while,” she added. But much of
their precision comes from intense practice. “60-70% of our time is spent on that exactness, because we are playing the same instrument. In an ensemble with different instru0(1767+(5($5($/272)/,%(57,(621(&$17$.(:,7+$77$&.$1'35(&,6,21 2+($57:23,anos not synchronized is the most disgusting thing,” Magalhães said.
Playing in a piano duo involves many such idiosyncrasies. “The biggest challenge is to
play on the same instrument that has a very similar color,” Magalhães said. How to spice
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that way as well.”
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with her eyebrows,” Magalhães added.

A two piano concert can be overwhelming “because, with bad acoustics, it becomes per&866,21@$*$/+>(66$,'5('(5,&=(:6.,B6Winnsboro Cotton Mill Blues, which
TwoPianists will include on an upcoming recording of duo music by American com326(567$.(6$'9$17$*(2)7+,6)($785(%<$6.,1*7+(3,$1,676723281'7+(.(<6:,7+7+(,5
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is just ‘wow.’ We had a couple of concerts where you can hear people adjusting their
hearing aids at the beginning of the piece though,” Schumann said. The forthcoming album will also include John Adams’ Hallelujah Junction (“Phenomenal piece, absolutely
unbelievable,” Schumann said) and Samuel Barber’s Souvenirs, both of which they will
perform in Cleveland.
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Max Reger and Josef Rheinberger’s arrangement of Bach’s beloved Goldberg Variations,
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Cleveland, is “a Baroque piece arranged and re-arranged for modern tastes through the
eyes and style of Rheinberger and Reger in the 20th century,” Magalhães said.
No matter what the repertoire, “You have to do whatever feels right to you,” Schumann
said. TwoPianists certainly seem to follow that advice, be it in starting a record label or
playing together. When they perform, Schumann said, “it’s not planned, very inspirational, of the moment, and it’s so much fun.”
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